
Note Taking Method Examples!

Note taking skills are crucial for many college students. If you are taking a

class/are in a discipline that requires you to take notes, identifying your preferred

note taking method can help you retain lecture content and give you a good

understanding of your class content which will ultimately reduce the stress of test

taking and projects. Note taking is a good way to keep yourself accountable as it

encouraged you to be present and ready to learn/participate during class. By

forcing yourself to think about what you are writing or typing, note taking can

assist your learning. Keep in mind that what works for other people may not work

for you which is perfectly normal. Additionally, you may find yourself sticking to

one note taking method or you may use several different methods interchangeably.

Remember: there is no correct way to take notes.

★ These examples were created by a Nursing major to demonstrate the

application of the different note taking methods to real course content. All

note taking styles covered in this document can be applied to all disciplines

and areas of study.

Outlining Method

This method is designed to make your notes

more organized. By using headings,

subheadings, and bullet points, this method

will allow you to effectively organize and

study very detailed content. This method

encourages you to make connections

between concepts and retain information.

Because it is one of the fastest note taking

techniques for note taking, this technique

can be a lifesaver if you have a professor

that covers content at a fast pace.

● Tip! Use indentation to your

advantage. Indenting your subtopic and/or

key points can help you determine what

details are more broad and vice versa. They



will also make your notes look more organized.

● Disclaimer: If your professor jumps from topic to topic during their lecture or if

material is not covered in an organized/coherent manner, this method can become

messy and you may find that it will need to be organized by yourself later which can

be a hassle, especially if you’re under a time crunch. It can also be challenging to

include graphs, diagrams, charts, pictures, formulas, etc. into your notes with this

method.

1. Write down your first heading (the main focus/topic of the lecture). You can add a

subheading to section your notes off into smaller categories if you wish, or you can start

taking notes with your first bullet point.

Box Method

This method allows your notes to look

more visually organized. The

simplicity in the design of the box

method can make the content of your

notes easier to review. An advantage

of this method is that it encourages

you to make connection between

concepts, which allows you to better

retain the information you are

studying.

● Disclaimer: This

method can take up a lot of time and

may be difficult to create in an

organized manner during lecture. Best

for a professor who does not use a

powerpoint to structure their

lectures.

1. Pick a main topic to focus on

2. Divide you boxes by subtopics

or key points.



Charting Method

The charting method is designed to help your

organize information under a topic, especially when

the information has similarities or differences

between other topics. With this method, you can

highlight key points and/or compare and contrast

for each topic. This makes the note reviewing

process easier and encourages you to retain the

information.

● Disclaimer: This method can take up

a lot of time and may be difficult to

create in an organized manner

during lecture.

1. Identify what categories you are learning

about and create a column for each

category.

2. Put any information about that category in

the designated column.

Cornell Method

This method is designed to make your notes easier to

review by dividing information into small, neat, and

organized summaries. This allows your notes to appear

less visually overwhelming and encourages you to

identify key concepts and questions.

1. Use the notes section (right hand

column) to take lecture notes.

2. Use the keywords & questions section

(left hand column) to write down big

takeaways, questions, definitions or

vocabulary, theories, important figures,

etc. during or after lecture.

● The keywords or questions

section is a great spot to jot

down any side notes the

professor makes on lecture

content or what your test will

look like.



3. Use the summary section to create one big summary that will highlight key points

and concepts. This is usually done after the lecture.

Mapping Method

This method is designed for visual learners to organize notes and concepts. Mapping encourages you

to make connections between concepts, which allows you to retain the information you are studying.

You can create as many main topics or subtopics as you want.

● Tip! You can color code your main topics or subtopics to make certain sections of

information stand out.

● Disclaimer: Consider where you choose to create your map as method can take up a

lot of space if you have a lot of information to write down and/or have large

handwriting. It is also challenging to do on a computer. If you are someone who

needs their notes to be very organized and neat, this method may not be the best

fit as it can easily get messy and crowded.

1. Identify a main topic you want to focus on

2. Create a subtopic or key points branching off of your main topic

3. Write any notes and subpoints underneath your subtopic or key point.
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